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Vrec (t) =V (t) +Vel (t) =V (t) + f (s)I(t " s)ds
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EPSP amplitude (control) 
EPSP amplitude (adenosine) 
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EPSP amplitude in 8-CPT (mV) 
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8-CPT (2!M + ado (100!M) 
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!D = 280 ms, !F = 40 ms 
control p = 0.58 aN = 1.8 mV 
adenosine p = 0.06 aN = 2 mV 
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N = 5, a = 0.4 
N = 5, a = 0.3 
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N = 10, a = 0.3 
N = 5, a = 0.3 
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1  consecutive synchronous 

























































a = 0.21, N = 10 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!D = 320 ms, !F = 40 ms "
8-CPT 
p = 0.6 
aN = 2  
control 
p = 0.54 
aN = 2  
adenosine 
p = 0.06 
























!D = 140 ms, !F = 20 ms "
8-CPT 
p = 0.52 
aN = 4  
control 
p = 0.19 
aN = 4.2  
adenosine 
p = 0.12 















































































































































































!D = 300 ms, !F = 60 ms "
8-CPT 
p = 0.49 
aN = 3.3  
control 
p = 0.42 
aN = 3.4  
adenosine 
p = 0.06 
aN = 3.3  
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CPA 5 !M 
Juvenile 
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control adenosine 10!M 
adenosine 30!M 
adenosine 100!M CPA 



































































































































10 !M ado 
calibration 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Im(t) = Iin 
– CdV/dt 
































































































































































































































































































































8-CPT control adenosine 
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.*#-/*%( 01&#*'"#&( 23.45( .*#-/*%( 01&#*'"#&( 23.45(
67%839"1-:(
;<'=(
0.84 ± 0.14  0.84 ± 0.12 0.85 ± 0.11 1.33 ± 0.23 1.38 ± 0.23 1.37 ± 0.25 
0<>%"-+1&(
;<?=( 84.4 ± 6.7 81.9 ± 8.6* 82.9 ± 5.9 73.2 ± 7.3 70.8 ± 9.1* 72.4 ± 6.1 
0/&7(








































































































control adenosine 8-CPT 
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2.34 2.36 2.38 2.4 2.42 2.44
x 10









































































































































































&'% (&% ('% )&%
Red = EM reduction between 
control and adenosine 
Blue = EM reduction between 8-


































































































































































A B all spikes only initial spikes 

























































Vb = baseline 
Vs = steady state 
Vmin = minimum 






































































































































8-CPT con ado 8-CPT con ado 
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